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Heritable symbioses have been critical for the evolution of life. The genetic

consequences of evolving a heritable symbiosis from the perspective of the

symbiont are well established, but concomitant changes in the host remain

unresolved. In stony corals, heritable, vertical transmission has evolved

repeatedly, providing a unique opportunity to investigate the genomic

basis of this complex trait. We conducted a comparative analysis of 25

coral transcriptomes to identify orthologous genes exhibiting signatures of

positive selection and convergent amino acid substitutions in vertically

transmitting lineages. The frequency of convergence events tends to be

higher among vertically transmitting lineages, consistent with the proposed

role of selection in driving the evolution of convergent transmission mode

phenotypes. Of 10 774 orthologous genes, 403 exhibited at least one molecu-

lar convergence event and evidence of positive selection in at least one

vertically transmitting lineage. Functional enrichments among these top can-

didate genes include processes previously implicated in symbiosis including

endocytosis, immune response, cytoskeletal protein binding and cyto-

plasmic membrane-bounded vesicles. Finally, several novel candidates

were identified among 100 genes showing evidence of positive selection at

the particular convergence event, highlighting the value of our approach

for generating new insight into host mechanisms associated with the

evolution of heritable symbioses.
1. Introduction
For organisms that engage in symbiosis, the mode of symbiont transmission to

the next host generation is a major factor governing the ecological and evol-

utionary dynamics of the relationship across multiple scales of biological

organization. For example, transmission mode is known to influence genome

size and content, cooperative interactions between partners, holobiont ecology

and the speciation rates of both partners [1–5]. Two transmission modes predo-

minate in nature: offspring can either directly inherit symbionts, typically

through the maternal line in the process of vertical transmission, or they can

horizontally acquire symbionts from the environment, usually early in their

development (reviewed in [6]); although it is important to note that the mode

of transmission can change over evolutionary time [7] and mixed-mode trans-

mission is also possible [6]. In microbial symbioses, horizontal transmission is

the basal state and repeated transitions to vertical transmission may have

arisen as a means to further promote host–symbiont cooperation [7–9]. Vertical

transmission has been hypothesized to play an important role in the mainten-

ance of mutually beneficial symbioses [10], and probably facilitated major

transitions in individuality, such as the evolution of the eukaryotic cell
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[11,12]. From the perspective of the symbiont, the genomic

consequences of evolving a heritable symbiosis include a

reduction in genome size and increased host dependence

owing to the loss of functionally redundant genes [4,12].

However, the underlying genetic architecture facilitating

evolution of a heritable symbiosis from the perspective of

the host remains unresolved.

The evolution of vertical transmission is predicted to be

correlated with the evolution of host control mechanisms

[13] and theory predicts a high rate of mutation in genes

responsible for the host–symbiont fitness interaction [14].

Selection on mechanisms critical for the establishment and

maintenance of a horizontally transmitted symbiosis, such

as cell surface molecules mediating inter-partner recognition,

is probably also relaxed [6]. Among metazoan hosts, diverse

behavioural, developmental and physiological mechanisms

are known to facilitate the vertical transmission of microbial

endosymbionts [7,13], yet there is also some evidence for

phenotypic convergence. For example, plant-sucking

stinkbugs and lice require microbial gut symbionts to facili-

tate digestion of sap and blood, respectively, but both have

evolved additional specialized organs for housing bacteria

along the female reproductive tract for the transmission of

symbionts to eggs [13,15]. Convergent evolution at the phe-

notypic level is often the result of similar changes at the

genomic level [16,17] and comparative analyses have facili-

tated understanding of the genetic basis of convergently

evolved phenotypes in diverse taxa [16,18,19]. Therefore, by

comparing vertically transmitting lineages with their closest

horizontally transmitting relatives, it may be possible to ident-

ify candidate genes involved in the evolution of convergent

transmission mode phenotypes.

Reef-building corals exhibit both horizontal and vertical

transmission of their obligate intracellular Symbiodiniaceae

symbionts, offering an ideal opportunity to use such a com-

parative approach to identify candidate genes involved in

the evolution of symbiont transmission mode. The majority

of coral species acquire symbionts from the environment

early in their development, but vertical transmission is exhib-

ited by species in multiple different lineages, indicating that

transmission mode has evolved independently at least four

times [20,21]. However there is also significant morphologi-

cal, physiological and ecological trait variation across the

coral phylogeny [22], which can confound a comparative

approach. In corals, transmission mode is often correlated

with reproductive mode as coral species which broadcast

spawn gametes tend to exhibit horizontal transmission,

while species that internally brood larvae largely transmit

symbionts vertically [21]. However, the association is not per-

fect; some Porites spp. and all known Montipora spp. have

convergently evolved to broadcast spawn eggs which contain

Symbiodiniaceae [23,24]. We therefore sequenced the tran-

scriptome of the vertically transmitting broadcast spawner,

Montipora aequituberculata, in addition to mining other

publicly available coral sequence resources (electronic

supplementary material, table S1), to compile a set of tran-

scriptomic references in which vertical transmitters could be

compared with their closest horizontally transmitting

relatives, while also accounting for variation in other life-

history traits (figure 1). From this dataset, we inferred ortho-

logous groups and identified genes showing both signatures

of positive selection and molecular convergence (indepen-

dent substitutions for the same amino acid at the same
position in two or more lineages). We found that the fre-

quency of molecular convergence tended to be higher

among vertically transmitting lineages and although top

genes are enriched for biological processes previously impli-

cated in the coral-algal symbiosis, we also identify several

novel candidates, generating new insight into the mechanistic

basis of this relationship.
2. Results and discussion
(a) Orthologue identification
To examine molecular convergence and positive selection, we

compared homologous coding sequences from transcrip-

tomic data of 25 coral species. First, protein coding

sequences were predicted from the transcriptomic data

based on open reading frames (ORFs) and sequence hom-

ology to known proteins [26] and protein domains [27], and

FASTORTHO [28] was used to assign sequences to preliminary

orthologous groups (n ¼ 106 300 groups). A subset of 1196

single-copy orthologous groups with at least 20 of the 28

taxa represented was used to construct a species tree

(figure 1), which recapitulates known relationships reported

in earlier studies using single-gene [20,29] and multi-gene

phylogenies [30]. Next, putative single-copy orthologues

(groups with only a single representative sequence from

each species) were identified from the initial set of 20 563

orthologous groups for which at least seven (25%) of the

species were represented. Of these, 9794 were truly single

copy, whereas 10 769 had multiple sequences for one or

more species. Rather than eliminate all orthologous groups

with multiple sequences, we applied a filtering approach

similar to that described by [31] to retain an additional

3298 of the 10 769 multiple sequence orthologues. Specifically,

we constructed gene trees from the protein alignments and

pruned away all but the longest of multiple sequences from

single species that formed monophyletic clades (electronic

supplementary material, figure S1; see Methods). We chose

this approach because monophyletic multi-sequence ortholo-

gues can be biological in origin, resulting from gene

duplication events subsequent to the relevant speciation

event, or transcript isoforms of the same gene [31]. Isoforms

are more likely given the nature of the dataset, but in either

case, any sequence from these monophyletic groupings can

be appropriately compared to those from other species. In

this way, we identified a total of 13 092 single copy ortholo-

gues. Orthologues were then aligned using MAFFT [32] and

reverse-translated into codon sequences using PAL2NAL [33].

Orthologues were further quality filtered based on the

monophyly of known clades (figure 1, 1–8 and Robusta/Com-

plexa). Individual gene trees were constructed from nucleotide

alignments of each single-copy orthologue. All species fell

within their expected clades in 58% of the gene trees. If a

single sequence fell outside of its expected clade or clades, that

sequence was removed and the orthologue was retained (27%

of orthologous groups). If more than one sequence fell outside

its expected clade, the orthologue was removed (15% of ortholo-

gous groups). In total, this left 119 049 sequences (mean species

per orthologous group ¼ 10.7) comprising 11 130 orthologous

groups, hereafter referred to as genes. Genes with fewer than

five representative sequences were also removed, resulting in a

final total of 10 774 genes which were used for the ancestral

reconstruction and branch-site tests.
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Figure 1. Species tree with phenotypic labels indicating transmission mode, reproductive mode and sexual system [21,24,25]. Vertically transmitting species are
indicated by filled circles at their terminal nodes, horizontally transmitting species with open circles at their terminal nodes. For each clade (1 – 8), the particular
branch examined for convergent substitutions and positive selection is emphasized in black. Shaded clades were considered when describing overlapping conver-
gence events, referred to as (1) sister Montipora, (2) Montipora, (3) sister Galaxia, (4) Galaxia, (5) Porites, (6) sister Porites, (7) sister Pocilloporid and (8) Pocilloporid.
(Online version in colour.)
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(b) Evidence of positive selection and molecular
convergence

For each orthologous nucleotide alignment, PAML [34] was

used to reconstruct the ancestral amino acid at each node in

the species tree and identify the amino acid changes that

occurred along the branches of the tree. We focused our

analysis on eight clades (four with vertical transmission

and four with horizontal transmission) and identified all

overlapping substitutions between the branches leading

directly to these clades’ most recent common ancestors

(figure 1). We classified these overlapping substitutions

according to the type of change observed: parallel substi-

tutions refer to the same derived amino acid evolving from

the same ancestral amino acid, convergent substitutions

refer to the same derived amino acid evolving from different

ancestral amino acids, divergent substitutions refer to differ-

ent derived amino acids evolving from the same ancestral

amino acid and ‘all different’ refer to different derived
amino acids evolving from different ancestral amino acids.

Following [35], we consider both parallel and convergent

substitutions to be indicative of molecular convergence.

Among the vertical transmitters, we identified 8952

amino acid positions exhibiting either parallel (n ¼ 8877) or

convergent (n ¼ 75) substitutions in at least two lineages

(ancestral reconstruction posterior estimate greater than 0.8,

figure 2a; electronic supplementary material, figure S2). The

convergence events occurred in 4117 out of 10 774 total

genes in the dataset, with an average of 0.71 convergent

sites identified per gene (median ¼ 0; figure 2b). Of the

four possible types of overlapping substitutions, convergent

substitutions were by far the least frequent (figure 2a;

electronic supplementary material, figure S2). The most

common type was divergent substitutions. The two remain-

ing types, parallel and ‘all different’ occurred with roughly

similar frequency (figure 2a). Across the entire dataset, 11%

of overlapping substitutions were classified as molecular

convergence (convergent or parallel).
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In addition to quantifying molecular convergence, we

also tested for evidence of positive selection (amino acid

sites with estimated nonsynonymous to synonymous substi-

tution rate ratios greater than one) in each vertically

transmitting lineage and for all vertically transmitting

lineages at once using the branch-site models in PAML [34].

We found evidence of positive selection in 954 genes (likeli-

hood ratio test (LRT), false discovery rate (FDR) , 0.1 in at

least one branch-site test, electronic supplementary material,

table S2) and many instances in which molecular conver-

gence and positive selection were detected in the same gene

(figure 3a; electronic supplementary material, figure S3). In

total, 403 genes showed at least one molecular convergence

event between vertically transmitting lineages as well as posi-

tive selection in at least one of the lineages (electronic

supplementary material, table S3).
Finally, we took advantage of the fact that the branch

site test identifies individual amino acid positions that

show evidence of positive selection [36] and identified a list

of 100 genes for which the particular convergence event

also showed evidence of positive selection in one or both

lineages (branch site LRT p-value , 0.05 and Bayes empirical

Bayes posterior probability . 0.8; electronic supplementary

material, table S4). No ontology enrichments were detected

for this reduced group, but annotations were recovered for

66 of the 100 genes.
(c) The frequency of molecular convergence
The probability of parallel molecular evolution in response to

selection is predicted to be twice as high as that under neu-

trality [37]. Enforcement of vertical transmission in a
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laboratory manipulation of an anemone-Symbiodiniaceae

symbiosis resulted in a host growth advantage, suggesting

that the evolution of vertical transmission in cnidarian sym-

bioses may be favoured by selection [38]. However, an

earlier analysis of marine mammal lineages revealed that

genomic convergence was actually highest in terrestrial

sister taxa in which no phenotypic convergence was evident,

suggesting that the options for adaptive evolution may be

limited by pleiotropic constraints [19].

We compared the proportion of molecular convergence in

overlapping substitutions among three sets of phenotype

pairs (vertical transmitters with other vertical transmitters, ver-

ticals with horizontals and horizontals with other horizontals)

to control for possible confounding factors such as differences

in mutation rate, and varying representation for each species

based on data quality that may influence the absolute levels

of molecular convergence detected [39]. Logistic regression indi-

cated that the likelihood of molecular convergence was indeed

higher among vertically transmitting lineage pairs (b ¼ 0.05;

x2
1 ¼ 17:11, p ¼ 0.0002; figure 4), as was the co-occurrence

of convergence and positive selection (b ¼ 0.06; x2
1 ¼ 12:62,

p ¼ 0.0018; electronic supplementary material, figure S3). To

assess the importance of other covariates, we compared mixed

models including random effects for gene and lineage in

addition to transmission-type pair. The effect of vertically

transmitting lineage pairs on convergence remained signifi-

cantly positive (b ¼ 0.04; x2
1 ¼ 9:29, p ¼ 0.01), but the effect

for co-occurrence of convergence and positive selection did

not (b ¼ 20.06; x2
1 ¼ 5:13, p ¼ 0.08). No trend was evident

for the mean proportion of convergent sites also showing evi-

dence of positive selection (electronic supplementary material,

figure S4). Taken together, these findings appear consistent

with the proposed role of natural selection in driving the

evolution of convergent transmission mode phenotypes [40].
(d) Functional enrichments among top candidate genes
Coral symbionts reside within host gastrodermal cells, sur-

rounded by a host-derived membrane known as the

symbiosome [41]. Although the specific genes mediating
the establishment and long-term maintenance of this relation-

ship remain unresolved, a number of biological processes are

thought to be involved including host–microbe signalling,

regulation of the host innate immune response and cell

cycle, phagocytosis and cytoskeletal rearrangement [42]. To

evaluate whether any of these previously highlighted pro-

cesses were enriched among the 403 genes exhibiting both

signatures of selection and convergent evolution, gene anno-

tations were obtained from comparisons against the UniProt

Swiss-Prot database [26] and a categorical functional enrich-

ment analysis (FDR , 0.1) was performed. Top enrichments

(FDR , 0.01) among biological processes terms included

regulation of developmental growth and cell morphogenesis,

and biological adhesion (gene ontology (GO) : 0048638; GO :

0010769; GO007155; GO0022610). Endocytosis (GO : 0006897)

and immune response (GO : 0006955) were also significant

(FDR , 0.1). Among molecular functions, cytoskeletal

protein binding (GO : 0008092) was the most significant

enrichment (FDR ¼ 0.016; figure 3b). Extracellular region

(GO : 0005576) was the most significantly enriched term

among cellular components; however, this term was also

highlighted in a comparison of horizontally transmitting

sister clades (electronic supplementary material, figure S5),

suggesting that it may be under selection in all corals and

not necessarily specific to the evolution of vertical trans-

mission. Additional top cellular components enrichments

(FDR , 0.1) specific to vertically transmitting lineages

include cell junctions (GO : 0030054) and cytoplasmic

membrane-bounded vesicles (GO : 0016023).

Three individual genes, ABL proto-oncogene 1 (ABL 1,

ORTHOMCL8234), filamin C (ORTHOMCL8658) and

poly(rC) binding protein 2 (ORTHOMCL8545), warrant

additional discussion as they are classified among significantly

enriched GO terms in all three ontology categories (biological

processes, cellular components and molecular functions) and

were also among the less than 1% of genes in which the par-

ticular convergence event also showed evidence of positive

selection (electronic supplementary material, figure S6 and

table S4). Importantly, none of these candidates have been pre-

viously implicated in the host-symbiont relationship in
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analyses focusing on either coral bleaching, the breakdown

of the symbiosis [43–47] or on the establishment of

symbiosis in horizontally transmitting corals [48–50], high-

lighting the value of the present approach for identifying

novel candidate genes.

ABL 1 is a ubiquitously expressed nonreceptor tyrosine

kinase known to be involved in organismal responses to a

multitude of signals, including cell adhesion, DNA damage,

oxidative stress and cytokines [51]. This gene has probably

evolved to serve a variety of context-dependent biological

functions, but is known to regulate several immune response

phenotypes in mammals including antigen receptor signal-

ling in lymphocytes, and bacterial adhesion to host cells

[52–54]. Through its role in regulating actin polymerization,

ABL 1 is also involved in endocytosis [55], supporting the

hypothesis that it may play a key role in mediating the heri-

table transmission of symbionts. Filamins are another family

of actin-binding proteins which also exhibit great functional

diversity in their interactions [56]. While Filamin C was not

identified in earlier functional genomic studies, expression

of Filamin A was recently reported to be modified by temp-

erature over the course of a monthly reproductive cycle in

Pocillopora damicornis, a vertically transmitting brooding

coral [57]. Similarly, Filamin B was found to be differentially

expressed between symbiotic and aposymbiotic Aiptasia ane-

mones [58]. Combined, these results suggest an important

role for this gene family in the maintenance and transmission

of symbionts. Poly(C)-binding proteins also exhibit substantial

functional diversity, but they are involved in transcriptional

and translational regulation in addition to acting as structural

components in DNA-protein complexes [59]. Interestingly,

poly(rC) binding protein 2 is a negative regulator of mito-

chondrial antiviral signalling protein (MAVS), a critical

component of innate antiviral immunity, where overexpres-

sion has been shown to reduce, and knockdown to increase

cellular responses to viral infection [60]. MAVS interacts

with RIG-I-like pattern recognition receptors, which are

located in the cytoplasm, to identify foreign RNA [61]. How-

ever, they have also been shown to function in defence

against some bacterial pathogens [61,62], suggesting that

regulation of poly(rC) binding protein 2 could be involved

in suppressing host innate immune responses against

intracellular symbionts.
(e) Conclusions
Climate change and other anthropogenic processes threaten

corals because of the sensitivity of the coral-dinoflagellate

symbiosis to environmental stress [63,64]. Significant work

has gone into investigating the breakdown of this relation-

ship in the process known as ‘coral bleaching’ over the past

three decades, yet fundamental questions remain unresolved,

including a complete understanding of the genomic architec-

ture underpinning the host–symbiont relationship [42,65].

Here, rather than asking about molecular mechanisms corre-

lated with the breakdown of the coral symbiosis, we

investigated a factor predicted to reinforce it: the evolution

of vertical symbiont transmission. While the genes identified

here represent promising candidates for further study, it is

important to note that they probably represent only a fraction

of the molecular changes involved in the evolution of sym-

biont transmission mode as there are alternate pathways to

achieve the same phenotypic outcome that do not require
changes at the level of the coding sequence [66]. Increasing

genomic resources will facilitate a deeper understanding of

such alternative mechanisms, and the concurrent develop-

ment of more advanced genetic tools for manipulating the

coral [67] and other cnidarian model symbioses [68,69] will

facilitate quantification of the precise phenotypic effects of

these novel genes, as well as of changes in their sequence,

contributing to a greater understanding of the cellular and

molecular mechanisms underpinning this specific relation-

ship, and necessary for the evolution of a heritable symbiosis.
3. Methods
(a) Transcriptomic resources
A reference transcriptome was sequenced and assembled for

M. aequituberculata and transcriptomic data from 25 species

of Scleractinia (stony corals) and three species of Actiniaria

(anemones) were downloaded from the web (electronic

supplementary material, table S1).

(b) Protein sequence prediction
Sequence definition lines for each transcriptome were modified

to include the species name and an arbitrary sequence number.

To remove highly similar isoforms, we used cd-hit [70] to cluster

sequences with a sequence identity threshold of 0.98, alignment

coverage for the longer sequence at least 0.3 and alignment cov-

erage of the shorter sequence at least 0.3, retaining only the

longest sequence.

Protein coding sequences were then predicted based on ORFs

and sequence homology to known proteins and protein domains

as implemented in TRANSDECODER [71]. The longest ORFs were

identified using a minimum amino acid length of 100 and protein

sequences were predicted based on blastp alignments against the

Swissprot database [26] and protein domains identified with

scanHmm in HMMER (v.3.1b2 [27]).

(c) Orthologue assignment
Predicted coding sequences were assigned to orthologous groups

using FASTORTHO, an implementation of ORTHOMCL [28] avail-

able through Pathosystems Resource Integration Center

(PATRIC) web resources [72] (http://enews.patricbrc.org/fas-

tortho/). We ran FASTORTHO using reciprocal blastp results with

an e-value cut-off of 1 � 10210, excluding hits with alignment

lengths less than 75% of subject sequences.

(d) Construction of species tree
To construct a species tree, we used a subset of 1196 single-copy

orthologous groups with at least 20 of the 28 taxa represented.

Codon sequence alignments were concatenated in phylip

format for input into RAXML [73]. The species tree was generated

with the rapid bootstrapping algorithm (100 iterations) using the

GTRGAMMA model and three anemone species were used as an

outgroup. Trees were visualized using DENDROSCOPE [74] and

FIGTREE http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/.

(e) Paralogue pruning
When putative paralogues from the same taxon were mono-

phyletic, all but the longest sequences were removed. This

was done for an initial set of 20 563 orthologous groups for

which at least seven (25%) of the species were represented.

Protein sequences for these orthologues were aligned with

MAFFT using local pair [32] and gene trees were constructed

using FASTTREE [75]. At this point, sequences from the three

http://enews.patricbrc.org/fastortho/
http://enews.patricbrc.org/fastortho/
http://enews.patricbrc.org/fastortho/
http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/
http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/
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anemone species were removed, and were not used for any

further analyses. We used the biopython module PHYLO [76]

to identify gene trees for which multiple sequences from

single species formed monophyletic groups. Removal of

these sequences allowed us to include many more orthologous

groups as single-copy orthologues (9794 single-copy ortholo-

gues prior to pruning, 13 092 after pruning). After pruning,

putative single-copy orthologues were reverse-translated into

codon sequences using PAL2NAL [33].

( f ) Phylogenetic orthologue filtering
Orthologous groups were further quality filtered by checking

gene trees constructed from nucleotide alignments of each

single-copy orthologue for monophyly of known clades (genus

Acropora, genus Montipora, genus Galaxia, genus Porites, favid

clade with Fungia scutaria as outgroup, pocilloporid clade with

Madracis auretenra as outgroup, complex corals, robust corals),

which were corroborated in our species tree (figure 1).

(g) Ancestral reconstruction and identification of
convergent substitutions

For each orthologous nucleotide alignment, the ancestral amino

acid was identified at each node in the species tree with PAML

[34], as well as the amino acid changes that occurred along the

branches of the tree using the species tree as a guide.

From the ancestral reconstruction results, we identified all

substitutions that occurred at the same positions in two or

more selected lineages (overlapping substitutions). The selected

lineages included the branches leading to the common ancestor

of four vertical transmitting clades, and their corresponding hori-

zontally transmitting sister clade (eight clades total, figure 1). The

horizontally transmitting sister clades were included to serve as

negative controls, and for normalization of GO enrichment ana-

lyses (see below). In cases where a clade was represented by a

single species, the terminal branch was used as the lineage for

that clade (e.g. the two Galaxia species, figure 1).

(h) Testing for evidence of positive selection
Branch-site tests were performed on each orthologue in PAML

[34] using codeml with NSsites set to 2 and fix omega set to 1

for the null model, and set to 0 for the alternative model.

Whenever a vertically transmitting clade had more than one

species, we tested for evidence of positive selection in the line-

age leading to the common ancestor of the clade, rather than

the terminal branches leading to each individual species (elec-

tronic supplementary material, figure S7). In cases where a

clade was represented by a single species, the terminal

branch for that species was labelled as foreground. Branch-

site tests were performed for each individual clade, and for

all vertically transmitting clades at once. Significance was

tested using LRTs, and p-values were adjusted to control for

FDR using the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure [77]. We

repeated the tests for the horizontally transmitting sister

clades to serve as a negative controls and normalization of

GO enrichment. It should be noted that a significant result

for the branch-site test does not prove that positive selection

occurred, it merely provides evidence that it may have

occurred. For simplicity, we refer to significant genes as

‘positively selected’ as in [19].

(i) Comparing frequency of molecular convergence
We compared the prevalence of molecular convergence between

transmission modes by testing for differences in the frequency of

convergence among all overlapping substitutions. We first

applied simple logistic regression to test for significant effects
of transmission mode pair on the log-odds of molecular conver-

gence among overlapping substitutions. The binomial trial in this

case is a single pair of independent substitutions at the same pos-

ition. Those showing molecular convergence (parallel or

convergent substitutions) were scored as success, and those

that did not were scored as failure. Each overlapping substitution

could occur between three different transmission mode pairs:

vertical–vertical, vertical–horizontal or horizontal–horizontal.

The same was done for the logistic models for the co-occurrence

of convergence and positive selection, and the co-occurrence of

convergence and identification of the particular site as positively

selected. The logistic models including transmission mode pair

were compared to the basic intercept models using x2 tests. To

assess the effects of other covariates, we compared logistic

mixed-effects models including random effects for gene and

the lineage included [78]. Here, overlapping substitution was

encoded as two binomial trials for which molecular convergence

was counted as success. Based on model comparisons using

ANOVA, a final model was chosen including a fixed effect for

transmission mode pairing (three factors: vertical–vertical, verti-

cal–horizontal or horizontal–horizontal), and random effects for

orthologue (9933 factors) and individual lineage (eight factors;

figure 1).

( j) Annotation of genes of interest
Genes of interest were selected based on an overlap in both

evidence of positive selection and convergent substitutions.

Genes were annotated based on the SwissProt database and

Pfam hits used for protein prediction (e-value , 1 � 1025, and

default parameters for hmmscan). GO associations were applied

to each orthologous group based on all SwissProt genes used

for prediction of any of its constituent sequences. The GO

annotations for these genes were gathered from the gene ontol-

ogy annotation (GOA) database [79] ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/

databases/GO/goa/UNIPROT/). For cases when sequences in

an orthologous group were predicted with multiple different

SwissProt hits, the orthologous group was annotated with GO

associations from all included SwissProt genes. Some ortholo-

gous groups had only Pfam hits. These did not receive GO

annotations.

(k) Gene ontology enrichment
GO enrichment was performed using Fisher’s exact tests on the

final set of genes exhibiting overlap in evidence of positive

selection in at least one of the branch site tests and had at

least one molecular convergence event among the vertically

transmitting lineages. A paired control analysis was performed

for genes with the same signatures among the horizontally

transmitting lineages (electronic supplementary material,

figure S5). To perform fewer total tests, and reduce the effect

of false discovery correction, only large GO terms, associated

with at least 200 orthologues in our dataset, were tested for

enrichment.
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